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Introduction and Objectives: Varus and valgus thrust are of interest in knee osteoarthritis (OA) as they indicate dynamic
instability and varus thrust has been associated with an increased risk of OA progression (1). They have been previously
defined as the visualized dynamic bowing-out/bowing in of the knee (1, 2), or the abrupt worsening of existing
varus/valgus during the weight bearing phase of walking. While varus thrust has generally been assessed using visual
observation, only one study has attempted to quantify varus thrust using 3-dimensional gait analysis and measured the
change between the varus angle at heelstrike to the peak varus angle (3). However, this measurement did not examine
valgus thrust, or any movements that might occur before the peak knee varus angle. Another study has related visual
varus thrust to peak knee varus angle and peak knee angular velocity (4), but did not quantify thrust or consider valgus
thrust. Other measurement parameters that quantify thrust need to be investigated.
The aims of this study using 3-D gait analysis were to 1) determine the prevalence of varus and valgus thrust in a severe
knee OA population compared to a healthy, asymptomatic control group and 2) quantify varus and valgus thrust and
compare frontal plane dynamic movement quantitative parameters between the OA and control groups.
Methods: 35 patients with severe knee OA (46% M 54% F, mean (SD), age = 69.9 (7.7) years, BMI = 30.7 (4.0) kg/m2)
awaiting total knee joint replacement and 31 healthy control participants (35% M 65% F, mean (SD), age = 59.7 (6.0)
years, BMI = 24.9 (2.5) kg/m2) were recruited and underwent 3-dimensional gait analysis. Kinematic data (120 Hz) were
acquired using a Vicon motion capture system (Vicon, Oxford, UK) and Nexus software with 12 MX cameras. A custom
seven-segment, marker-triad-based lower limb direct kinematics model written in BodyBuilder (Vicon, Oxford, UK) was
used (5).
Knee frontal plane dynamic motion variables of interest included: overall, early, and mid-stance peak knee varus Cardan
angles, maximum and minimum knee angular velocities, and maximum thrust (varus and valgus thrusts were labelled as
positive and negative, respectively) and absolute value of the maximum thrust during stance loading phase. Thrust was
extracted as the maximum angular excursion of the first three frontal plane knee movements within stance phase in the
varus and valgus directions (Figure 1). These varus or valgus movements were classified as thrusts if the maximum or
minimum knee angular velocities occurred at the same time. Prevalence of thrust between groups was compared using
Chi square tests while student t-tests and Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to compare normally and non-normally
distributed frontal plane parameters between groups. OA and control participants were then divided into varus and valgus
groups for further analysis based on the direction of their maximum thrust.
Results: There was no difference in the prevalence of varus and valgus thrust between groups with 21 (70%) and 13
(30%) of the OA groups having a maximum thrust in the varus and valgus direction respectively compared with 16 (52%)
and 15 (48%) of the control group (p>0.05).
The minimum knee angular velocity and the absolute value of the maximum thrust were both significantly higher in
controls when compared to the OA group. The same differences remained when comparing the varus thrust OA group to



the varus thrust control group. The OA varus thrust group also had a higher varus angle in early and mid-stance. No
significant differences were found between groups when comparing the valgus thrust OA and valgus thrust control groups.
Figure:

Caption: Example of first three thrusts
Conclusion: This study introduces a new method that quantifies both varus and valgus thrust. It is the first to compare
differences in thrust and frontal plane dynamic motion variables in individuals with severe OA and healthy controls.
Although no difference was found in the prevalence of varus and/or valgus thrust between OA and control groups, the
control group demonstrated a larger thrust magnitude, likely due to a faster walking speed. The OA varus thrust group
walked with a higher varus knee angle in early and mid-stance than the controls with a varus thrust. No significant
differences were found between OA and control valgus thrust groups, indicating that valgus thrust may not have as much
effect on frontal plane dynamic motion variables. Future work in this cohort includes investigation of the effect of a total
knee replacement on these variables.
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